Required Identification for Admission into the California Pharmacist Jurisprudence Examination (CPJE)

Please check your FULL NAME on the following prior to scheduling yourself to sit for the CPJE:

1. Your Board Issued Eligibility Letter
2. Your TWO required identifications you choose to present at the testing site.

At the testing site, your full name will be verified by the examination proctor to confirm that your full name in their system (which is the name listed on your board issued eligibility letter) matches IDENTICALLY letter for letter with the TWO identifications that you present.

You will be required to present TWO of the identifications listed below at the testing site. One of the identifications MUST contain a photo. There are NO exceptions. Photocopies, temporary identifications and expired identifications will NOT be accepted.

Required Identifications – You must present TWO of the following identifications listed below at the testing site and ONE of the identifications MUST contain a photo. You cannot present two of the same type of identification at the testing site.

- US State, Commonwealth, or Territory issued driver’s license or identification card (may only present one)
- US government issued passport book or card (may only present one)
- US social security card (cannot be laminated)
- US military-issued identification
- National identity card

My Names Do Not Match Identically. What Do I Do?

Eligibility Letter
If your full name on your board issued eligibility letter does NOT match your TWO identifications IDENTICALLY that you will present at the testing site, please email a copy of the TWO matching identifications along with a copy of your board issued eligibility letter to update your name of record on file with the board and PSI to: intern-examstatus@dca.ca.gov PRIOR to scheduling yourself to sit for the CPJE.

If you are unable to email the board, you may mail this information to:
Board of Pharmacy
2720 Gateway Oaks Drive, Suite 100
Sacramento, CA 95833

Required Identifications
1. The two identifications that you choose to present at the testing site must match your full name of record IDENTICALLY for letter (this includes middle name vs. middle initial).
2. If your full name does not match identically on both identifications presented at the testing site AND your board issued eligibility letter, you will NOT be allowed to sit for the CPJE.
3. Please check your required identifications NOW to ensure both identifications match letter for letter. If your identifications do not match, the board encourages you to make the necessary changes NOW to ensure you have sufficient time to receive the correct identifications.
4. If your full name does not match IDENTICALLY as outlined above and you do not present the required TWO identifications when you arrive at the testing site, you will NOT be allowed to sit for the CPJE, and PSI will consider this a missed appointment. You will be required to pay the administration fee to PSI to reschedule to sit for the CPJE.

If you have reported a name change to the board after your eligibility was transmitted to PSI, please allow two weeks from the day you sent the change of name to the board to contact PSI to confirm the change.